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By Jaclyn Schildkraut
Oregonian later clarified that free zone (despite that The activists argued that the shoot-tighter regulations. Gun rights to the nation, lobbied for Barack Obama in his remarks cates, including President surfaced as a causal factor for story, the culpability of violent moved on to the next news just a small fraction of that. was done. A few edited excerpts from the letters:

■ Running, Hide, Fight and the locked door. Strategies, such as Run, Hide, Fight and the A.L.I.C.E training model (alert, lockdown, inform, counter, evacuate) are being implemented in schools across the nation and active shooter drills are conducted today with similar frequency to those aimed at responding to fires or natural disasters.
Research also tells us, how- ever, that to create effective policies and procedures, we must know what the problem

OUR USUAL RESPONSE TO MASS SHOOTINGS ISN'T WORKING
By Janet Schildkraut
The Post-Standard
Last week, Upstate Community College in Rome, N.Y., became the latest site of a tragic mass shooting. In the immediate aftermath, our national dis- course filled with the usual suspects. Gun control advo- cates, including President Barack Obama in his remarks to the nation, lob- bied for tougher legislation. Gun rights activists argue that the shoot- ing was a result of a gun-free zone (despite that The Oregonian later claimed that the school was not, in fact, a gun-free zone). Nearly as unanimously, mental illness was stated as a culprit. And even through the smoke, despite that the nation largely has not moved on from the next news- story, the culpability of violent media such as the “Call of Dut...
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